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T H E establishment of a consistent set of"goals and objectives is fundamental 
to the planning process since planning is concerned with attempting to realise 
predetermined results. Although specification of objectives is a component part 
of all planning on any spatial scale, as well as for the firm, surprisingly little attention 
has been'paid'to their identification "and formulation. Setting bbjectiyes is 
especially complex for there are no analytical techniques which permit consistent 
quantitative correlation and comparison Between the many different elements and 
qualitative aspects which should be considered.1 Until such methods are developed,, 
understanding the dynamics of the region must be achieved by partial statistical' 
sub-systems analysis, logical arguments, experience and continuous observation'.' 
Efficient planning at any level requires a clear statement of goals, but a multitude' 
of decisions must be effected in order to reach that stage.' u " 

Firstly, what should constitute the social and economic goals and objectives 
of regional policy ? How should these goals be operationalised: as personal per 
capita income or as increase in per capita income arising; as per capita consumption 
or gross regional product; as unemployment, emigration, under-employment or 
degree of overcrowding > What relative weights should be attached to different 
goals' To what extent is society willing to tolerate regional welfare differentials? 
When do the latter become excessive and require concerted action by the central 
authorities ? Should per capita welfare levels be equal in all regions or, if equity 
is not the goal, what'degree of convergence should be aimed for> To what extent, 
if any, does a regional convergence policy conflict with the national aim of 
maximising the'economic growth rate in order to achieve the widely accepted 
goal of full employment by 1981 > What is meant by equilibrium growth through
out the country, or "balanced regional development" as some refer to it; At what 

1. M. C. Branch and I. M. Robinson, "Goals and Objectives in Civil Comprehensive Planning", 
Town Planning Review, Vol. 38, 1967-68, p. 266. 



spatial scale should welfare differentials become the object of policy—at planning 
region level, county level, urban* and rural district level or some combination of 
areal scales? Is there a measure of agreement as to the'soc^economic objectives 
towards which our national policies should be directed or are various groups in 
society in basic disagreement? ' • 

This paper will address itself to these issues, which are not merely academic 
questions, since the formulation of aconsistent set of social and economic objectives 
at national and regional level will greatly assist the efficiency of public and private 
bodies in striving to achieve them. If one asked the heads of Government depart
ments and public companies to state their objectives vis-a-vis regional develop
ment one would probably receive some strongly conflicting answers. A vague 
and ambiguous policy, without clearly defined objectives, can result in much 
development capital being spent on programmes and projects which are not in 
sympathy with the State's objectives. This serves to underline the need for 
deriving a conceptual framework to embrace the complete range of goals if the 
level of efficiency in,the,decision-making process is to be raised and the overall 
performance ,of the economy improved by ensuring: that public and private 
investment policies are in harmonyr,with those goals.- Murray alluded to .these 
problems in 1966 < when, he, stressed ."the need,to define objectives more clearly, 
to distinguish the relative; importance to be attached to economic and social 
objectivesf.to ensure; that; activities and .financial results are related ,to objectives 
and to make certain that the community receives, directly or indirectly, an 
adequate return on capital invested".2 He also realised _that "some, progress has 
been,made,in defining our national economic objectives,. . . but... ..a clear 
statement of economic and social priori ties, is particularly, essential . . . we must 
ensure that resources> are allocated amongst competing demands; as to achieve 
maximum and consistent economic objectives".3 • . . „ ,. • , 
• 71; ' . - ' '. • • • • . . '"r.* c ' ' 1 - ••* .',t '. : , . •••.-it 
The Third Programme, Regional Objectives: a Review .• ,. . ; : 

rln Ireland,.as in many other countries,*there still exists a gulf between current 
regional policies and.regional planning;as.an integral component of a national 
programme for social arid economic development. Four stages may be dis in-
guished in the development of regional policy in Ireland.;The first stage was 
marked by the introduction of a regional industrial grants policy for the un
developed areas in 1952. The second phase was initiated under the Local Govern
ment (Planning and Development) Act, 1963, which required all counties, county 
boroughs, municipal<boroughs and urban districts.to draw up development 
plans. Later the country was divided into nine planning regions and teams of 
consultants were - engaged to prepare development plans for the Dublin and 
Limerick regions. The third stage is the integration of regional plans within the 
constraints of national aims. This has largely been achieved by the Buchanan 

2. C . H . Murray, "National and Physical Planning", Administration, Vol. 14, No. 3,1966, p. 203. 
3. Ibid., p. 203. 



Report (whose terms of reference included' the whole country) which has 
presented approximations of employment and population growth by regions 
forecast to materialise in the long term under alternative industrial location 
strategies.4 It does not constitute a fully integrated regional policy, for this fourth 
stage requires: (i) disaggregation of the national programme targets on a regional 
basis, so that the proportion of GNP to be generated in each region is made 
explicit, together with detailed sectoral growth rates for each region ;'(ii) pro
jections of employment change by sector and regional population and emigration 
forecasts; and (iii) projections of the level of public and private investment, 
consumer expenditure, savings and capital flows. Eventually, regional accounts 
will facilitate an evaluation of the impact throughout the regional system of 
national fiscal or monetary policy changes. A regional accounting framework 
needs to have a general equilibrium character in order to monitor the interaction 
between national, regional and inter-regional activities.5 At the moment sufficient 
information for the construction of operationally useful accounts does not exist. 
Many of the data are expensive to obtain and a substantial proportion is impossible 
to quantify without new data-collecting organisations. In the meantime broad 
sectoral growth targets, predictions of sectoral employment shifts, population 
migration and investment forecasts could be introduced.6 A regionalised pro
gramme will appear as a summing up of sectoral growth rates in the national 
programme across the planning regions. This will mask a significant step forward 
since regional development will then be regarded, not as a social and political 
necessity, but as a fundamental part of the strategy for economic growth;.. -

In Ireland, the lack of a regional framework with specific quantitative targets 
has been a severe hindrance to rational physical and economic planning. The local 
planning authorities have had to make their own assumptions concerning future 
demographic and economic trends in their' areas and draw up detailed physical 
plans in relation to these assumptions. There is every likelihood that their assump
tions will differ from those of the national planners when they, develop sets of 
realistic regional targets. Therefore the locaL physical plans, as they have, been 
based on different assumptions, will have to be modified accordingly. Rational 
regional plans and physical plans at local level must be based upon a flow of data 
from the central authorities, on growth rates in employment and output for 
different sectors, population change and distribution,1 location of new investment, 
forecasts of growth in'demand for housing, inter-and intra-regional traffic flow, 
retail space, industrial sites, recreational facilities, schools, etc.' The consequences 
of drawing up a regional development plan with no predetermined regional 
growth targets may be illustrated by referring to the contrasting recommendations 

4. Regional Studies in Ireland. Colin Buchanan and Partners in Association with Economic 
Consultants Ltd., Dublin, 1968. 

5. H . W . Richardson, Regional Economics. London, 1969, p. 232. 
6. FitzGerald has recommended that the Government should aim to secure a full-scale regional 

breakdown of the Fourth Programme; see Garret FitzGerald, Planning in Ireland. Dublin and 
London, 1968, p. 219. 



put forward for the Limerick region by Lichfield and Associates in the Advisory 
Outline Plan on the one hand, and by the Buchanan Report, oh the other.7 The 
population of the Limerick-Shannon area is expected to expand to 96,000 by 
1986 according to the Lichfield Plan, whereas the Buchanan Report forecasts a 
population of 175,000 by the same date. The vast disparity between the two 
projections reflects the differing assumptions made about future employment and 
population growth. In the Lichfield Plan the figures were arrived at on the basis 
of a pro-rata distribution between regions of the Second Economic Programme 
population targets for the country as a whole.' The Buchanan forecasts are based 
on the premise that the full employment objective will only be attainable through 
concentration of investment at growth poles and this will not result in equality 
of regional population growth rates: Assuming that the Buchanan policy is 
accepted, many of the detailed proposals and strategies recommended by Lichfield 
become null and void. It is difficult to avoid the conclusion that some degree of 

• mistiming has occurred1 involving a wastage of public money and that in future 
the preparation of regional development and physical plans and local authority 
physical plans should post-date the establishment of a set of regional growth 
targets. As in all planning in a democracy a "certain degree of flexibility should be 

•built into the various regional growth targets. They should be specified as the 
basic minimum goals for a particular programme since, for example, the magnitude 
of the industrial base is so-small in-'some regions that setting rigid targets that 
are not precisely realised might result in frustration and apathy and endanger the 
success of the development programme.' 

During the course of the Third'Programme the economy is projected to 
expand at the rate of 4 per cent per annum between 1969-72. This overall growth 
rate is composed of one of 6*5 per cent .per annum for industry, 2 per cent per 
annum for agriculturê  "fishing and forestry (if per cent for agriculture) and 3-3 
•per cent per annum for services.8 The Programme envisages a net increase in 
total employment of 16,000—a loss of 36,000 agricultural jobs being more than 
offset by rises of 31,000 in industry and 21,000 in the rest of the economy.9 As 
mentioned above no regional transformation of these targets has been under
taken so that there is no forecast available, for example, on the spatial distribution 
of the 36,000 agricultural jobs that will disappear by 1972, or the regional pattern 
of the 52,000 new jobsthat will be generated in the restof the economy over 
the same period: Hence we know nothing of the inter-regional and intra-regional 
migration flows that will be necessary to equilibrate spatially the supply and 
demand schedules for labour. The Buchanan Report;- as already indicated, has 
presented what, because of the time scale involved, are largely conjectural 
estimates of long term sectoral employment trends at regional level. This plan, 

7. Report and Advisory Outline Plan for the Limerick Region. Dublin, Stationery Office, 1967, 
and Regional Studies in Ireland. 

8. Third Programme. Economic and Social Development, ig6g-72. (Prl. 431), Dublin, Stationery 
Office, March, 1969, p. 26. 

9. Ibid., p. 26. 



if accepted, could form a broad framework within which it would be necessary 
to disaggregate regionally the principal targets of the short term national pro
grammes and also continually to modify and revise the long term projections in 
the light of contemporary trends. . " 

A major social objective enunciated in the Third Programme is "an equitable 
sharing of economic progress, both among individuals and regions".10 Such 
a statement may be criticised for excessive vagueness. Does an "equitable 
sharing of economic progress" imply equal growth rates of regional personal 
per capita incomes (in which case the absolute gap in'regional per capita income's 
would still increase) or does it envisage an equalisation of regional personal per 
capita incomes? It could imply equal regional per capita private and public 
investment. The. Programme also refers to the need for "regional development 
policies to ensure that the benefits of economic, growth are spread throughout 
the country and that the potential of different areas to contribute to national 
growth is exploited".11 Again such a statement is too ambiguous and qualitative 
to be of any real significance. Furthermore, the basic aim of the regional develop
ment programme based on growth centres is viewed as an attempt to "increase 
substantially the number of jobs available in the country, so reducing emigration, 
helping to'correct the internal imbalance of population and hastening progress 
towards the objective of full employment".12 Unfortunately, the term "internal 
imbalance of population" is not defined and therefore it will not be possible to 
assess the degree of success recorded in striving to achieve this goal. 

The Third Programme outlines the need for regional policies to lay particular 
emphasis on the West.13 The principal approach to the problems of this area— 
and to rural development generally—is the same as in the Second Programme. 
The aims are, first, "to ensure the most intensive use of land within the limits set 
by market possibilities so that the maximum number of people can be retained 
in agriculture, consistent with social and economic progress; second, to create 
viable family farm units in small farm areas with minimum disturbance of the 
population; and third, to ensure, as far as practicable, that those who leave 
agriculture have adequate employment opportunities in other sectors of the 
economy".14 This statement illustrates the problems of multiple-objectives; each 
individual objective is qualified by constraints which are necessary when more 
than one objective, which is not totally complementary with the others, constitutes 
the objective function. However, it is legitimate to ask the'meaning of retaining 
the maximum number of people in agriculture "consistent with social and 
economic progress". Does it imply retaining the maximum number of people in 
this sector consistent with maximising national growth of output per capita, or 

10. Third Programme, op. cit., p. 16. 
11. Third Programme, op. cit., p. 160. 
12. Ibid., p. 165. 
13. Ibid., p. 165. 
14. Second Programme for Economic Expansion. Part II, Dublin, Stationery Office, 1964, p. 102, 

and Third Programme, op. cit., p. 168. 



does it envisage planning to release agricultural labour consistent with the rate 
of increase of jobs in the industrial and service sectors ?.Th'us, as in the case of almost 
all the regional planning objectives of the Third Programme,, there is a frustrating 
lack of clarity and precision in this statement.15 Such a lack of clearly defined 
objectives may reflect the wide conflict of views held in Ireland on the relative 
weights to be attached to each objective and such aims might constitute the 
higher level goal complex for.rural development; but more specific objectives, 
the progress towards the achievement of which can be measured, are an essential 
prerequisite of an efficient, integrated and realistic planning programme. National 
.planners have an exceedingly difficult task to perform, for they must guide the 
economy to a higher level of performance within constraints set by key variables 
such as supply of capital for investment, external balance of payments, private and 
public consumption, inflation and unemployment. But the location of investment 
projects and the spatial, dimension of economic growth throughout the country 
are variables that,should belong to this set16 and should consequently be subject 
to explicit policy determination. . 

Goals and Objectives ' • ([ 

•f The lack of clearly specified regional planning objectives in Ireland,,as in many 
Other countries,- makes systematic discussion of regional problems a difficult 
task. The ambiguity of;the Third Programme's regional objectives has already 
been referred to and may partly, explain why-the debate throughout the country 
on,the relative significance of different goals is more notable for its emotion and 
obvious concern than for its clarity. Yet the formulation of goals and objectives 
is of paramount importance since numerous decisions and courses of action follow 
from them, until such time as they are reviewed and modified. It is important to 
be Aware that objectives are essentially conditional and,dynamicjand the priority 
given to them may be expected to change through time.17 ; , -. 

•A<goal may*be defined'as an; end towards which a planned.course,of action 
is directed—a, desirable aspiration-: usually they are generated within the political 
system. They areintentions;or-desires, general by nature, whose attainment is so 
.distant that they cannot,be,programmed-as part of;a plan. Difficult or impossible 
to quantify they constitute ideals towards which planning objectives are oriented. 
It is then the task of various planning-organisations to transform these goals into 
ôbjectives—quantitative targets capable of observation, measurement, analysis 

and achievement—to-be.realized within a specified time horizon. Quantification 
is essential,in order to evaluate the progress towards, ;or retrogression, from, the 
attainment of an objective under, certain strategies. Friedmann has suggested that 

15. The author wishes to point out that the criticisms of the Third Programme's regional 
planning objectives should not be interpreted as applying to the Programme as a whole. 

16. J . Friedmann, Regional Development Policy: a Case Study of Venezuela. Cambridge, Mass., 
and London, 1966, p. 46. 

17. H . S. Perloff, "Key Features of Regional Planning", Journal of the American Institute Oj 
Planners, Vol. X X X I V , May 1968, p. 154-



the major goal of regional policy should be the "achievement of that spatial 
structure of the national economy which, at any point in time, is optimal for 
attaining an efficient path of transformation".18 Kruczala has stated that "there,is 
one, overall, regional planning objective which should be universally accepted: 
the pursuit of optimal living conditions within the regional society".19 This 
according to Kruczala should provide a framework for all other objectives. 
While few would dispute Kruczala's view, many would argue over the definition 
of "optimal living conditions". As individuals vary widely in their " value-
judgements it is not surprising that they differ in the degree of importance they 
attach to different policy objectives and strategies.20 The goals of Friedmann and 
Kruczala could be operationalised into such long-range intentions as a regional 
economy providing full employment, equal opportunity for all, elimination of 
depressed areas or the provision of convenient retail centres within the region. 
The$e statements do not provide an adequate basis for designing a plan until they 
are transformed into one or more variables that are amenable to measurement. 
Goals, however, must be sufficiently broad to encompass a range of .social and 
economic aims; to stimulate the politicians and the community and further, to 
infuse the planning effort with a sense of purpose.21 

Qualitative and Quantitative Objectives ' ' 

One of the most intractable problems faced by planners is that of comparing 
qualitative and quantitative objectives and attempting to incorporate them into 
the same objective complex. It can be argued that to some extent the distinction 
is artificial: Ackoff has stated that "any qualified property is potentially capable 
of being expressed quantitatively in terms of'a range along a scale".22 Many 
social concepts originated as non-quantitative impressions (e.g. poverty, educa
tional status, level of living) but their full significance can only be appreciated if 
they are given quantitative expression' in terms of degree of poverty, level of 
educational attainment, or a numerical value for the level, of living. The quality 

18. J . Friedmann, "Regional Economic Policy for Developing Areas", Papers.of the Regional 
Science Association, Vol. u , 1963, p. 53. 

19. J; Kruczala, "The Attempt to Formulate the Theoretical Base of Regional Science", Papers 
of the Regional Science Association, Vol. 10, 1963 (European Congress, Zurich, 1962), pp. 48-49. 

20. The questions as to who decides upon the priorities to be assigned to different objectives, 
upon whose values they are to be based and who is to benefit are of fundamental importance in a 
democratic society composed of a multitude of groups with different values. In practice the views 
of professional social scientists, politicians, community leaders and pressure groups such as industry* 
trade unions, farmers and employers weigh heavily in the decision-making process. To what 
extent, however, they collectively reflect the views of the Irish people is a matter for conjecture. 
There is clearly a need for more widespread and informed debate on the relative importance of 
objectives and the implications of adopting different sets of regional planning goals. 

21. J . B. McLoughlin, "Social and Economic Goals: Programming/Investment Priorities", 
Discussion Paper, Regional Planning Conference, Ireland, 1969, p.i . 

22. R. Ackoff, Scientific Method: Optimising Applied Research Decisions. New York, 1962, p. 20. 



ôf the environment is much more difficult to define than are fiscal and monetary 
"relationships.1 Economists have traditionally been too obsessed with quantifiable, 
^ market-price dimensions of development and have devoted'little effort to the 
-analysis'of'the qualitative-aspects of regional change.2* Because of increasing 
< population densities and urbanisation in Ireland, with their-serious impact upon 
-water.air and open space, "it has become1 an'urgent task to develop methods of 
{analysing and-incorporating qualitative phenomena'into a regional development 
-objectivê complex. Advances in-quantifying'these ecological and environmental 
"characteristics- require qualitative judgements- relating to the development 'of 
Valid-scales of measurement.24-^-worst,' qualitative objectives'can be' measured 
•on-either a-nominal '6t Ordinal-scale. Also,7 in many cases, surrogates that can be 
'measured'ion a< higher- brder--scale 'may be employed in';place of-the original 
-variables. In-this procedure'a-bfoad concept is first divided into several component 
parts'iand then indicatotŝ are-fourid to represent the-components. The underlying 
assumption's thatthe original concept is'a function of the measurable indicators. 
;A> sufficient-number-ofiiidicators should be'introduced- so-that'all the essential 
•features'of'the concept-are represented.25 Thus many ̂ qualitative environmental 
aspects of development may- be expressed' quantitatively • through such measures 
as quantity of pollutants per unit of air or water, levels of noise, recreation space 
per capita, etc. However other difficulties will arise; how.many vacation bunga
lows can be absorbed by a rural landscape fringing; Lough Swilly in Donegal 
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before becoming excessive irom the aesthetic and amenity viewpoint? How can 
'one clarify operationally ah objective to ensure that 'redevelopment of a Georgian 
'area in Dublin should be in keeping ,withJthe. scale and character of the immediate 
surroundings ? Questions of value judgement and.persdnal preference are important 
ih'such cases but 'the'Objectives, should still be 'specified"as clearly as possible. 

-TPlanher's are'under an obligation .to'society .to state'whose views are paramount 
in determining such questions and to what'extent the public' at "large has been 
consulted.'' In' general, the problem of incorporating quantitative and qualitative 
objectives in the one goal complex can be overcome largely by one of the 
methods outlined and should not prevent the inclusion of relevant variables in an 
objective complex."', -r ;•• • > -A'>-. ; ' " . '. : . • 

Trie Hierarchical,Nature,of'Objectives - . , . , , , ... • ... • 

If it is decided'that one of thê  major goals"of regional"planning is tO increase 
the level of economic welfare, the'department responsible, for. planning may 
operationalise this as an objective to maximise the increase in per capita incomes 

23. John H. Cumberland, "A Regional Interindustry Model for Analysis of Development 
Objectives", Papers of the Regional Science Association, Vol. 17, 1966, p.. 84. 

24. M. Hill, "A Goals Achievement Matrix for Evaluating Alternative Plans",' Journal of the 
American Institute of Planners', Vol. X X X I V , January, 1968 , p. 24^ 

25. J . Drewnowski, Social and Economic Factors in Development. Report No. 3,. U.N. Research 
Institute for Social Development; Geneva, 1966, p. 20. 



arising.26 This could also be regarded as a strategy to increase the level of economic 
welfare. Increasing per capita incomes could then be designated as a lower level 
objective for'which it may. be decided .that'the optimum strategy is to increase 
productivity. Again at a lower level increasing productivity may be specified as 
an objective for which the strategy selected is to increase expenditure on education 
and training. Hence there evolves the deductive notion of the "hierarchy, of 
objectives proceeding in concept from:the very.broad to the specific''.27 Alterna
tively, a regionalgoal, might ibe to "provide the most convenient pattern'of 
shopping:centres for residents.in ah.area". This could be operationalised as an 
objective "to minimise.aggregate distance of travel to large shopping centres" and 
regarded as-a strategy toachieve the original high level goal. At a lower level 
again a strategy toi "restrict new'housing-development in the region [to within 
five miles> of major .centres" may be viewed as a policy to achieve the objective 
to rrhnimise the aggregate distance of travel to large shopping'centres; From the 
examples quoted it can be seen that higherlevel goals andf objectives reach down 
to the level of individual policies, programmes and projects. The-costs of each 
project should be assessed in relation to its effectiveness in achieving high level 
objectives. Different objectives and strategies may all lead towards the same goal 
but with varying costs and benefits.28 The decision makers .should proceed 
-through a sequence of objective choice and strategy selection, in which the strategy 
chosen at any one stage in'the sequence becomes the objective.for.the.next stage 
when a more detailed specification of the, strategy-is made.29 In addition the 
strategies selectedr should be those that yield the greatest social benefit to social 
cost' involved. Hence in choosing from the alternative, strategies-, available* to 
achieve a given objective'the one selected should be that which interferes, least 
with the most efficient .allocation of'resources. In this way conflicts'between 
regional policies ahdnational efficiency can be kept,to a nunimum. As a-result,-
two hierarchies exist: one of objectives andthe other of strategies which proceed 
from"the most generalised goal-statement at the top to detailed projects at lower 
levels in. the hierarchy. Tins simple'conceptual framework is of great. practical 
value particularly when examining multiple-objectives and strategies. It makes 
clear the distinction between the objectives that are.derived from others,at-higher 

,26. There is a large number of variables that may be employed as surrogates for economic 
welfare: Gross National Product, Gross Domestic Product, Gross Regional Product, Net National 
Product, Per Capita income arising, Per Capita personal income, Output per man-hour, Consump
tion per capita, etc. The Planning authorities, therefore, must also make a set of decisions upon' 
which indices to employ as measures of social and economic welfare. For a discussion of this 
topic, which lies beyond the scope of this article, see J . Drewnowski, Social and Economic Factors in 
Development. Report No. 3, United Nations Research Institute'for Social Development, Geneva, 
1966; and j . Drewnowski-and W. Scott, The Level of Living Index. Report No. 4, United Nations 
Research Institute for Social Development, Geneva, 1966. 

27. G. H . Granger, "The Hierarchy of Objectives", Harvard Business Review, Vol. 42, May-
June, 1964, p. 65. 

28. J . Brian McLoughlin, Urban and Regional Planning. London, 1969, p. 107. 
29. M. A. Poole, Discussion Paper, Geography Department, Queen's University, Belfast, 1969. 



levels in the same hierarchy, which cannot, by definition, be in conflict, and other 
objectives at the same level in the hierarchy which are often incompatible with 
each other.30 This concept forces planners to think both horizontally and verti
cally in relation to their objective sets: given a simple objective statement, such 
,as minimising • net outward migration, it stimulates inquiry as to what are the 
higher level objectives "to which this is related, what are the strategies and 
lower-rlevel" objectives by means of which it may be achieved and what other 
objectives on the same tier of the hierarchy are in conflict with it." Accordingly, 
if such a framework of goals and objectives is established, the Government has 
a better chance of ensuring that all departments, public and private firms are 
working towards common purposes which are mutually consistent and realistic, 
for each project and programme should be carefully scrutinized for consistency 
with higher level goals. The measure of consistency will be an expert judgement 
that will be prone to some degree of error but it is better for decisions to be 
made in the context of specific value criteria than in total ignorance about the 
desired direction of development.31 , "~" '. 

The Resolution of Conflicts between Multiple Objectives 
In many cases goals set within the context of the political system will not be 

mutually consistent since many countries fail to consider the compatibility of 
their several goals with one another and, when they are opposed, to reconcile 
these conflicts in a way which will best promote the totality of their objectives. 
Conflicts between goals can occur in a number of ways: (i) conflicts between the 
goals of the individual; (2) conflicts between the individual's role and the goals 
of society; (3) conflicts between national and regional objectives; (4) conflicts 
within national or, regional objectives. Looking at conflicts of the first type, an 
individual cannot confine his attention to the objectives of one field of activity 
and ignore the other parts of his life.32 A new post that satisfies a career goal may 
entail a shift of.residence location which puts stresses upon family relationships. 
In this case, the individual must attempt to weigh his different objectives, one 
against the other. This is a difficult" task to perform because there is no way of 
measuring the unified importance of different objectives; in some way the 
alternatives must be evaluated across a range of objectives. This problem must 
also be faced by those responsible, for formulating regional and national, goals. 
For example an optimum policŷ designed to maximise the rate of expansion of 
GNP is unlikely to be the optimum strategy for maximising growth in every 
individual region of the national economy. Under a national growth-maximisation 
policy some regions will expand more rapidly than others,' but there may be 
certain regions that will suffer from the concentration of investment and pro-

30. Ibid. .' . 
31. J . Friedmann, op. ext., 1966, p. 59. 
32. David W . Miller and Martin' K. Starr, The Structure of Human Decisions. New Jersey, 1967, 

p. 47. 



ductive factors in the most advantageous locations and their growth path will be, 
a priori, sub-optimal. A policy to maximise the rate of expansion of GNP may 
also cause an increasing divergence of regional per capita income levels. Con
versely, an optimum policy for maximising the growth rate of the poorest regions 
may be sub-optimal for national economic growth if the social marginal product 
of capital is lower in such areas. A lower overall efficiency of investment is likely 
in poorer regions as there are fewer locations of development potential in such 
areas than at the centre. There may be certain places where growth potential is as 
promising as anywhere in the country but there are also large areas in such regions 
where the social marginal productivity of capital is below that in growth areas 
of the economy. Hence an optimum growth strategy for poorer regions will 
not be optimal for the nation as a whole and will therefore lower the rate of 
national expansion and have detrimental effects on other goals such as unemploy
ment and emigration; this is clear evidence of sub-optimisation and the issue for 
planners is to decide on the relative trade-off between conflicting goals. 

It is conceivable that the choice of a strategy to reduce regional disparities in 
one variable may lead to a widening of them in relation to another. There are 
certain conditions, for example, under which increasing regional employment 
will not result in a rise in the level of regional per capita income arising. Ignoring 
the regional multiplier effects of new employment and payments to owners of 
land and capital, the effect of a new activity on regional per capita income will 
depend upon the level of income in the enterprise and the source of its labour. 
If incomes in the new firm are above the regional average and the number 
of dependents per employee is equal to or less than the regional mean, regional1 

per capita' incomes will rise. If income levels in the firm are lower than the 
regional mean its introduction into the region can still raise the regional 
per capita income level, provided that it - hires labour-in the region that was1 

previously unemployed or-earning lower wages than the firm is paying. If 
unemployed people are'employed in the firm then both total and per capita 
regional income will increase. If new immigrants are brought to reside in the 
region (because there is full employment in the region or because the quality of 
labour available is not suitable) they will cause an increase in total regional 
income but will only increase regional per capita incomes if their incomes are 
above the regional-mean. Thus, abstracting from regional multiplier effects and 
returns to capital and land, unless development puts to work unemployed or 
underemployed people already resident in the region, or unless it pays new 
immigrants incomes above the regional mean, new activity, while increasing 
employment (assuming that some unemployed are given jobs even if the 
previously underemployed are not replaced) may fail to raise regional per capita 
incomes arising. Hence increasing regional per capita incomes and regional 
employment are not consistent objectives except in the circumstances specified 
above. Conversely, a policy to maximise growth of per capita, income arising at 
regional level may be effected by a strategy to increase productivity by means of a 
lower level strategy of capital deepening. This substitution of capital for labour 



will result in redundancy and higher unemployment unless (assuming the capital-
labour ratio remains constant) the productivity increase is accompanied by a 
correspondingly large increase in output. Thus if the increased factor earnings 
of those remaining plus the welfare assistance of those rendered unemployed 
exceed -the original aggregate factor income, regional per capita incomes will 
rise while employment may fall. 
, As multi-dimensional objectives are both desirable and the norm33 the problem 
of resolving inter-objective conflicts must be tackled in a systematic fashion. It is-
not possible to maximise two variables simultaneously unless they are independent. 
When objectives are dependent the optimisation of one may result in a lower 
degree of attainment for at least some of the others: a sub-optimal solution.34 

One way of solving the multi-dimensional problem is by weighting the individual 
variables. For example the objective-complex may be stated as: 5 per cent annual 
growth in GNP, 4 per cent growth in poorest region, 6 per cent unemployment, 3 
per cent inflation and an annual deficit of 20 million pounds on the balance of pay
ments current account. How can one judge whether such an objective complex 
is preferable to one such as: 6 per cent annual growth in GNP, 2 per cent growth 
in poorest,region, 4 per cent unemployment, 4 per cent inflation and a deficit 
of 50 million pounds on the balance of payments current account? Is 6 per cent 
growth at national-level with 2 per cent in the poorest region a more desirable-
aim than 5 per cent national growth and 4 per cent in the poorest region? It is 
not possible to-decide which combination of weights attached to individual, 
objectives will optimise the economic and social welfare of the nation for the mix, 
of-variables cannot be transformed .into a common measurement scale and a 
choice made on,that basis. All problems involving conflicting objectives must be 
approached, with, full awareness of the,fact that .all. of the different outcomes 
cannot be expressed in terms of a single utility measure. In practice, goals and their 
relative weights and constraints will have to be;decided as a result of a complex > 
process of interaction among politicians, planners, administrators, various,formal j 
and informal communitŷ groups, opinion'polls and public hearings. . j ' . 

In an alternative solution regional planning is introduced as an integral com
ponent of a national decision model, the aim of which is to maximise some index 
of national economic welfare within certain regional constraints. For example, in a 
country where A is the poorest region';, and x ; per cent is the national average 
growth rate the objective could be specified as: maximise the growth oi per 
capita incomes nationally subject to the constraint that the'growth of per capita-
incomes in region A x per cent. This is easily, introduced into a programming' 
model âlthough it maŷ be difficult to achieve in practice.35 A more-flexible 
approach could;be adopted such as: * ', 

33. C . L. Leveh, "Establishing Goals for Regional Economic Development", Journal of the 
American Institute of Planners, Vol. X X X , 1964,*pp. 102-103. 
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Maximise • A I a 
—— = a 
Al 

where Al = percentage change of national per capita income 
AIA — percentage change oi per capita income in region A. 

Subject to alternative constraints: (a) a > i 
•• ' (b) a = I 

(c) 0 < a < I 
'(d) a = 0 
(e) a < 0. 

Constraint (a) calls for a faster rate of increase in per capita incomes in the poorest 
region than at national level. Constraint (b) envisages equal per capita income 
growth rates in A and at national level, while (c) plans for a lower rate of increase -
in A than nationally—but does imply an absolute increase. Policy.(d) implies 
stagnation at the local level in A while (e) is designed to induce a falling per capita 
income level in the1 poorest region. On the evidence of the county income 
estimates derived by Ross36, for i 9 6 0 and 1965, it appears that in Ireland the; 
situation described by constraint (c) exists—the growth rate of per capita incomes 
in the poorest counties is below the national average. Other variables such as; 
maximising employment- growth,- minimising .transport costs in interregional 
trade, minimising net-outward migration, unemployment or inflation could be.' 
built into such an-objective-function.- . . . . . . , 

This method of harmonising objective conflicts is not greatly dissimilar from > 
the weighting system,ifor specification of constraints, superficially a different' 
type of exercise than'choice of weighting,, implicitly specifies-the' marginal-
weight attaching to regional output growth relative to national growth. Relega- -
tioniof constraints!to a-special category is designed to give them priority, to 
assert the proposition that they must be achieved before other objectives are'j 
allowable.37 Ideally, effects on the values in the objective function of relaxing or. 
tightening each constraint in turn should be examined. It may be hypothesised > 
that an objective function to maximise the national growth rate, subject to the'1 

constraint that the growth rate in the poorest region shouldmot fall belowthe 
national average, yields a national growth rate of 4 per cent. It is then desirable,; 
using a regional input-output model of the economy, to examine the consequences 
of tightening the objective constraint, first 1 per cent, above the national level,-, 
then 2 per cent and so. on. At each stage the amount of national growth sacrificed 
for faster growth in the poorest region becomes explicit. If/as a result of increasing 
the national constraint by 1 per cent, no national growth is lost, then the original 

36. Miceal Ross, Personal Incomes by County, 1965. Economic and Social Research Institute, 
Dublin, Paper No. 49,1969. 
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constraint is not binding. On the other hand, if the national average constraint -, 
is binding and yields an overall growth fate of 4 per cent the effects of relaxing the 
constraints should be considered. If an objective function to maximise the national 
growth rate, subject to the constraint that the growth rate in the poorest region 
should equal the national rate minus 1 per cent, yields a national rate of 5 per cent 
it would certainly be wise to question the choice of the original constraint. 
Conversely, if setting the regional growth constraint at the national average. 
plus 3 per cent only lowers the national rate to 3-9 per cent—the feasibility of such 
an objective function would merit consideration. Other constraints, such as 
reducing cyclical swings—expressed in the form of a stability function (for 
example, limiting the proportion of consumer durable production in total output) 
may be needed. Regional objectives should be evaluated in terms of the opportunity 
costs of national growth "rates and other goals. Objectives are thus subject to 
modification, trade-off and substitution between each other. Marglin has suggested 
that constraints for new investment programmes might be' revised periodically 
(for example, at-the start of each five year programme) to reflect information 
generated during the previous planning period.38 It is vitally important that the 
problem of objective conflicts should not be ignored or any relevant objectives 
be subordinated because of a lack-of suitable data. Informed decisions-on the 
trade-off:between objectives must await the preparation of a regional input-output * 
model :but, in the short-term, objective functions with constraints can be prepared 
on the basis'of "current knowledge of the spatial dimension of the economy. 
Contradictions! between, the goals, of different regions are also common. An 
optimum strategy to achieve the objectives of one region (e.g., reducing the level 
of net outward migration) may hinder the achievement, of objectives in others and 
therebyi/affect-national welfare:-this is > another-'aspect of the sub-optimisation, 
problem. Regions may compete rone, against the other in lobbying the Govern-, 
ment for preferential treatment in the spatial allocation of. the capital budget or 
the location of .Government investment.'Success may ultimately be more 
dependent on political pressure than on efficiency. The inference to be drawn from 
this is that regional policy makers should not*be given too much independence 
or executive.authority and,that the central government must arbitrate between" 
the regions'. This requires a continuous process'of consultation between regional 
and-nationaFauthorities; the former identifying problems and .tendering proposals. 
for* their solution: and the latter reconciling the demands of competing regions'. 

iProblems will arise if, as:is the norm, the objective functions for different 
regions contain several variables and the weighting of each variable differs from 
region to region. The discrepancies in regional preference functions may make it 
unlikely that these •. differences -will 'be automatically resolved in a consistent 
ordering of these goals at.national level. Suppose there are three regions (Rv R 2 : 
and i?3) all of which include three objectives (a, b and c) in their development 
proposals, but give them different weights so that for R v a > b > c; for R 2 . 

38. S. A. Marglin, Public Investment Criteria. London, 1967, p. 37. , 



b > c > a, and for R 3 , c > a > b. As matters stand, no compatible ranking of 
goals may be derived. For region R v a > c through transitivity, but for R 2 , 
O a . l n the same way, for R2, b is more important than c, but for R3, c > b; 
another majority R 2 + R$ imposes the rule c > a. Hence through transitivity 
c > b. But a majority R x + R 2 is in favour of b > c. Boudeville39 has shown 
that this dilemma can be resolved. If the state intervenes as an arbiter and if a 
fourth objective is introduced without changing the order of the other three 
in any way, a solution is possible. ' 

In establishing goals for regional development plans there will frequently be a 
conflict between short and long term goals. Inevitably politicians favour short 
term objectives and programmes with "pay-offs" before the next election. Yet a 
regional development strategy which concentrates on short term objectives is 
likely to fail in achieving long term goals.40 Legislatures in Ireland turn over 
every five years and each new legislature inherits full authority to act as it sees fit; 
it is not bound by previous legislatures except as it chooses to honour their 
commitments. This may seriously undermine regional planning programmes 
which of their very nature are long term in scope; yet under the existing system 
what has been initiated during the life of one Government may be scuttled, 
modified or redirected by subsequent legislation. France has overcome' this 
problem by a device known' as programme laws, first introduced during the 
Second Plan, in 1958. "Of all the criticisms levelled against the present policy 
regarding public investment the one most frequently voiced . . concerns the 
insecurity of the credits voted. It is thus necessary to establish programme laws 
which will guarantee to the bodies responsible for their execution, a fixed amount 
of funds for the duration of the plan. They will constitute a 'super budget' 
which the authorities will be forbidden to interfere with in the preparation of the 
annual budgets."41 Such legislation might also be deemed necessary in Ireland 
if long term regional plans are to be fulfilled. . , . 

i The Concept of Balanced Regional Development '• 

This aim is so frequently alluded to in discussions of regional welfare disparities 
but so seldom defined in the literature both here and abroad that it is necessary 
to discuss it in any treatment of regional planning objectives inlreland. A number 
of Irish writers, in addition to the Government's Third Programme, maintain 
that various aspects of "regional balance" are of critical importance. Curtin, for 

: example, has suggested that the primary objectives of economic development in 
Ireland are the "twin goals of full employment and balanced regional develop
ment".42 Unfortunately, the author does not define what is meant by "balanced 

39. J . Boudeville, Problems of Regional Economic Planning. Edinburgh, 1966, pp. 131—5. 
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regional development". Newman has spoken of the need to make the "national 
culture in general a" more balanced one".43 He was referring to the rural-urban 
dichotomy but neglected to specify the rural-urban proportions consistent with 
his concept of a "balanced" culture. Also Smith, with reference to Ireland, has 
stressed that there "is a need for a geographical and social balance in employ
ment".44 Does a "geographical balance in employment" imply an equal rate of 
employment growth-in every region, or does it refer to equal employment 
opportunity in every area ? Meagher has asserted that planning must seek to • 
establish a comprehensive physical framework within which "a balanced distribu
tion of planned economic activities will be achieved".45 This implies that the 
programme planners have' already defined' what is a balanced geographical 
distribution of population and can readily monitor deviations from such'an 
equilibrium; but, regrettably,-this optimum state of balance is not specified. A 
similar criticism may be made of the Buchanan Report when it contends that 
"by measures to influence the location of new industry,- the Government has 
the possibility, over a period of years,' of playing a very important part in, 
shaping the future regional-balance" 4 6 Later the consultant's report refers to 
"breaking down the overall forecasts among the different parts of the country, 
and devising policies for achieving a" desirable balance-of prosperity and growth 
between the areas".47 Again we not'not informed as to what constitutes a"desirable 
balance of prosperity and,growth between areas','. - , ; 

All of these writers have referred "to regional balance in somewhat ambiguous 
terms and none has presented an jexplicit definition of the objective function. 
Is it possible to define balanced regional development? Fisher48 has suggested 
that there is a number of concepts subsumed within the macro one: (i) that "the, 
socio-economic variables which constitute the regional objectives should converge 
towards the national average; (ii) that certain sectors of the economy are, lagging 
behind—in agricultural regions more industry,is required and vice-versa. It is also; 
frequently argued that each region has its own appropriate balance between 
agriculture and industry and that it should be the aim of policy to move towards 
that point. Some regard it as synonpmous with equality: that regional per capita 
income levels should be equal! Thiŝ irriplies 'that poorer regions must grow at a 
faster rate than richer ones in order'to bring about absolute convergence. Another 
possible interpretation in ̂ that'growth rates of per capita incomes arising should 
beequal'in every region. Historical evidence shows that, rapid growth tends to 

43- J . Newman, New Dimensions in Regional Planning:, a case study ofjreland. Dublin, 1967,; 
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affect areas unevenly. To aim at steady inter-regional development may therefore 
involve the choice of having to sacrifice national growth for spatial stability. 
Robock is of the opinion that balanced regional development implies that resources 
should be distributed geographically in an inverse proportion to the existing 
level of welfare.49 Should a region be considered in balance when it is progressing 
towards some pre-determined measure of its own potential? Should intersectoral 
investment be balanced regionally or is investment divided by population, 
number of households or unit area a more appropriate criterion ? It has been 
emphasised that both in Ireland and abroad the concept of balanced regional 
development has a wide variety of meanings. Seldom is the aim defined in 
quantitative terms so that progress towards the achievement of the objective 
can be measured; this is a valid general criticism of goal formulation and objective 
specification throughout the whole field of regional planning. If this physical 
analogy is to be incorporated in any future objective-complex in Ireland one 
hopes that the planners will specify the concept in a more meaningful and precise 
manner than in the past. 

National Efficiency and Inter-regional Equity 

An important set of decisions that must be made by the Government are those 
relating to the width of spatial, social and economic welfare disparities to be aimed, 
for during a programme period. For example, if the Irish Government wished to 
initiate a convergence, policy so that, the absolute differentials in personal per 
capita incomes between the richest.and the poorest counties would be reduced, 
with the constraint that the annual rate'bf growth of "personal per capita incomes 
in Dublin should not fall below 5 per cent (in real terms), it would require in the 
first year a growth rate o f 9-1.1 per. cent in Co. 'Leitrim to stabilise the differential 
and a rate greater than 9* 11 per cent to both reduce the absolute differential and 
initiate convergence. Thus, assuming a rate of 5 per'cent in Dublin, the rate of 
growth in Leitrim could exceed this figure by up to 4-11 per cent and the absolute 
differential in mean personal per capita income would'continue to increase:'If the 
Government desired to initiate convergence at planning [region-level,' with the 
constraint that the annual growth.of per capita incomes in the Eastern Region 
should not drop below 5 per cent, a growth rate of 8-35 per cent would be needed 
in the Donegal Region to stabilise the absolute differential and a rate, in excess 
of 8-35 per cent to start convergence. This sets in'a clear perspective the scale of 
regional disparities in Ireland. Most regional policies are based upon growth 
rate differentials on the- realisation that although absolute income disparities 
may be more meaningful politically, to expect that a programme aimed at 
convergence will result in a reduction of absolute differentials is something of a 
Utopian ideal. Even the highly integrated American economy, with its trend 
towards regional convergence, has been unable to reduce the absolute gap between 
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North and South; and in Italy,despite a sustained post-war effort by the govern
ment to develop the South, real income per head there as a percentage of that in 
the North fell from 63 to 55 per cent between 1951 and 1962 . 5 0 This occurred 
despite an unprecedented rate of expansion in per capita income levels in the 
South over the same period. 

The Irish Government, however, is committed to the concept of equal 
opportunity. Since one's place of birth is as fortuitous as one's class should an 
individual be penalised because he is born in the West ? It is perfectly reasonable 
to argue that large regional inequalities in income are just as intolerable as severe 
inequalities between the incomes of individuals. But regional development is a 
dynamic phenomenon: the emergence of growth cores in the course of develop
ment means that "inter-regional inequality of growth is an inevitable concomitant 
and condition of growth itself".51 Economic growth implies change and therefore 
it is misleading to view it as a static concept in terms of an optimum combination 
of factors of production or full employment of the factors in a particular region. 
As a consequence of the uneven spatial distribution of national resources the 
growth and decline of different sectors of the economy is not spread evenly so 
that through time there will be a kaleidoscopic pattern of differentials in per capita 
incomes between regions.52 Investment is lumpy and to be economically feasible 
many projects have to be undertaken on a large scale at a limited number of 
locations; external economies and indivisibilities provide a strong motive for 
agglomerating industrial investment. Hence as growth in the spatial sense is 
axiomatically unbalanced complete equity in regional welfare distributions could 
only remain in equilibrium under a.stagnating economy and once growth is 
initiated again disequilibrium s will be' established. By employing personal per 
capita income levels as a proxy variable for economic welfare the critical problem 
is to.decide what level of.spatial inequality.in this variable is consistent with 
maximising per capita output at national level. Assuming that such a distribution 
would result;in marked regional disparities, to what extent should the goal of 
maximising per capita fincome growth at national level be compromised to 
alleviate .regional differences? .To what degree are disparities to be reduced>• 
A national preference function is likely to involve an equity as well.as a growth 
component. The weight of the,equity objective will depend upon the level of 
disparities and value judgements. Equity, however, as Reiner has aptly described-
it, is a "slippery, concept" and several notions exist.53 Is.equity a matter of equal 
growth rates or an equal share in the benefits of growth? Is equity achieved if 
existing disparities do not deteriorate or does it involve the elimination of regional 
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welfare differentials? The latter concept is widely held. Is equity to be expressed 
(as is commonly done) by measures of central tendency—the mean or median 
income levels—or is a more meaningful index of well-being to be found in an 
analysis of the spread of values?54 It has already been argued that it is unrealistic to 
seek for and implement policies to bring about an equalisation of welfare; but 
policies based upon growth rate differentials are likely to be both desirable and 
practical.55 The precise width of spatial welfare.disparities to be. aimed for must 
become an explicit policy objective. This will depend upon the value judgements 
of individuals and decision makers but is also a function of time scale and the size 
of spatial unit selected. In the short term a policy of maximising real per capita 
national income would result in a further increase in regional disparities and would 
therefore be in conflict with the goal of social equality. In the long run, however, 
national growth and relative convergence at planning region level may be con
sistent aims if certain premises are accepted and location policies implemented.56 

This is in contrast to the usual view in Ireland that the objective to reduce regional 
disparities is envisaged, not as a means to maximise,national welfare, but as a 
high level objective for its own sake. Problems arise because clearly the sum of 
maximised income per head in each region does not equal maximised national 
income per head, except in a world of perfect competition. Regional planners 
may propose strategies to maximise regional'income growth but this is likely to 
involve committing some resources to:uses that are inefficient from the national 
viewpoint. In evaluating regional investment projects in terms of their future 
costs and benefits consideration must be given-to the social opportunity cost 
of investment as measured by returns to factors in alternative uses and locations 
in the national economic space. In the case of public projects the social opportunity 
cost is the present value of what society gives up in order to obtain the benefits 
of the particular project and "Whelan has argued that the appropriate measure of 
the social opportunity cost of a public project is the discounted value of the 
consumption stream that would have occurred and would have been availed of 
by society, had the project not been undertaken.57 The execution of a convergence 
policy, without sacrificing national growth, will only be possible if the long run 
marginal efficiency of capital, private and social, at the points of maximum growth 
potential in the depressed areas at least equals that in the remaining regions of the 
country. Furthermore, it is desirable, if higher level goals are to be achieved, that 
relative convergence should not be brought about by reducing the wealth of 
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'prosperous regions, but rather by expanding that o f poorer ones. Whatever the 
• relative weights o f the equity and'groWth goals, decisions w i l l need to be reached 
on the degree'of inter-regional convergence to be aimed for m various indices o f 

•social and economic welfare. '' •' ' • ' • 
• i • . * • • - • 'v. ''i-i.' v . ".'::< . • • ' ' . . . \ ' - " .. 

Spatial Units' <• •' ••' .' - '•- ' ' S V ' '<•• : 
••' In addition: to'deciding on the variables to include'in the objective-complex, 
-their specific constraints and on the degree o f convergence to be aimed for over a 
given per iod 'o f time, those-responsible: for policy formulation and execution 
must also'make explicit ' the boundaries and size of-the regions towards which 
ithese policies 'will'-be' rdirected. There fis a*"discontinuous series o f aggregation 
levels at which:policies could be^mpleniented: 5 8 This ranges'from the individual 
•person' to ^household' through' to more macfO-scale units -such* as townlands, 
parishes, urban and rural districts,'counties,«planning regions,provinces/designated 
'areas*and'nori'-desighated areas^'to the-nation unit^The^decision' on the 'Sefof 
^regions'' whose level o f social'and 'economicwelfare 'is to become the focus'6f 
'government, -policy - is, dike•< the 'Others ^enunciated <above',1 '> o f v i t a l importance. 
'Fa* "-example,' :the*- optimum policy "to'i-redttce-'jpeir capita ^income differentials at 
(planning' regionnevel;'"cons'istehf with'maximising''"nationakgrowth in the long-
frun;'- may result^Usit'is l ike ly ' to ihvo lve concentrating investment at the most 
'advantageous 'locations,'iri'iiicreased spatial' disparities at 'county or rural district 
'level- w i th in 1 ( the"pknri ir ig region.' : What' rarige : o f heterogeneity is acceptable 
--at intra-plannihg-region level >. Some- might argue that inter-regional convergence 
• ista''relatively meaninglessfgOal i f ' a t ' in t ra- regional level'disparities remain or 
mdee'd incre'as'e'as'a-consequence o f the inter-fegional"development programme. 
This internal inequality may be expressed spatially or largely non-spatially (as 
'where : minorities br'/disfavOUred groups are scattered' throughout-the'regioh). 5 9 

Policy-objectives>could be fOrmulated^with : respect to more than on'e'level o f 
Jaggregation.'Tt has' been "suggested5'elsewhere that there is' a' need to select a 
'hierarchy ofregioh- sets.60 Goal statements for small-areas' -lower down in such'a 
hierarchy wou ld ^effectively' operate (as'constraints' upori-the achievement 'of 
objectives set-for larger'regions at a higher level in the hierarchy. This wou ld 
fo l low further decisions oh thefar'eal scales to be'introduced 1 and'the degree o f 
spatial variation in welfare variables'tO be tolerated at-each'level.*'' - - ' •• • 
•'< There is no optimal set o f planning regions for the ideal spatial unit based upon 
efficiency criteria for one function w i l l not necessarily be perfect for another. 
Even i f i t were possible to define empirically op t imum spatial units for different 
objectives i t ' w o u l d be impossible to aggregate^them objectively because o f the 
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contrasting importance of goals and the relative significance placed upon them by 
groups in society. The decision on the size of regional units is of great importance 
as it will directly influence the scale at which disparities will increase of decrease. 
In practice they are likely to emerge as a result of an interaction process between 
national objectives and constraints, regional objectives, the degree of convergence 
desired in welfare'indices and the influence of various pressure; groups upon 
decision makers., '' '• ' • ; .- ' _ *' ' '" * ' •• • ' ' 

. ••• <• • • • ' • • • . 

Conclusion' ' '• . •'- , '• '< ;• *- • 
It has become apparent throughout the course of this paper that the design'and 

implementation of an'integrated national and regional planning policy is a highly 
complex process involving; close interaction between a number of decision 
making levels. A.hierarchical decision model has'been presented reaching down 
from aggregate ̂ sectoral planning at national level through1 detailed* targets 'at 
regional level- to individual-projects and'their locations at! local-level. Both 
horizontal co-ordination' between plans on the same level'in' the hierarchy and 
vertical'co-6t>eratioh with plans at high levels are essential if-an'optimal spatial 
distribution of resources consistent with developnient'objectiveS'is'tO'emefge.̂  1 

A critical innovation in the overall formulation' of goals and objectives is that 
regional strategy should become an integral part of national growth policy. This 
will involve a regionalised transformation of the major sectoral growth targets 
and investment goals of the national programme which will provide a framework 
within which regional objectives relating to per capita incomes, unemployment, 
emigration, etc., will be achieved.-From the regional growth targets it will.be 
possible to derive v estimates of the:-employment shift by,,sectors, population 
change, unemployment; migration, the increase in GRP and -per cap/r̂  income 
change. If more employment is required in a specific region or if it is desirable to 
increase incomes more rapidly then changes in the sectoral targets'and investment 
schedule may be made; such changes will have, however, important inter-regional 
repercussions in terms of foregone opportunities elsewhere, i f the marginal 
efficiency of capital is lower than in other areas such policy changes will have*a 
detrimental affect upon national growth. 

Another important decision to be reached is a specification of the higher level 
goals of Irish society; these must be articulated through the political process. 
These high level social and economic welfare goals must then be transformed into 
quantitative variables for inclusion in an objective complex. Inevitably more than 
one variable will appear in the objective-complex and decisions must be made 
on the relative weights and constraints to attach to each variable. The problem of 
multi-dimensional goals must therefore be resolved. Alternative strategies for the 
achievement of specific objectives must be considered and those selected should 
be the ones that maximise social benefits to social costs. The question of whether 
the current pattern of spatial welfare disparities is acceptable or whether some 
alternative distribution should be aimed for merits careful consideration. This 
paper has argued that a policy of equalising existing spatial welfare disparities is 
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unrealistic and would involve considerable sacrifices in terms of national growth, 
but that a strategy to reduce relative disparities is not only desirable on grounds of 
social justice, but in the long term, given certain locational policies, is consistent 
with maximising national output. Explicit decisions will have to be made regarding 
the precise degree of inter-regional convergence to be aimed for in welfare indices. 

Decisions must also be made on the size and boundaries of the regional units 
towards which planning strategies will be directed; the problem of whether to 
make intra-regional variation a subject of policy must be considered and, if it is 
judged desirable that it should, further decisions must be made on the hierarchy 
of spatial units for which intra-regional variation will be monitored. 

It is vitally important that all these problems are resolved consciously and 
publicly; that they are not shrouded in ambiguity and vagueness nor lacking in 
specificity as the Third Programme objectives are, but are clearly outlined to the 
community. Given our current stage of knowledge not all factors relevant to 
social and economic welfare can be taken into account in the decision-making 
process. Planners must continually wrestle with a social system which is only 
partly comprehended, but it is better that decisions be made on this basis than 
for the Government and people to be totally unclear about the future direction 
and trend of regional development. • * 
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